
FOOD PROCESSOR 

 

FP050 

 
 

 

 

 

Instructions for Use 

Please read before use these instructions and keep them for future 

reference. 

 

 



SAFETY WARNINGS 

 

ATTENTION! 

• This unit is designed as a “food processor for domestic use”; any 

other use is to be considered inappropriate and therefore dangerous.  

• This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above 

and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or 

lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision 

or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and 

understand the hazards involved.  

Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without 

supervision. 

•  Children shall not play with the appliance 

• If the supply cord (H) is damaged, it must be replaced by the 

manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to 

avoid a hazard. 

• Only place the appliance on hard, flat and stable surfaces which are 

not accessible to children. 

• Care should be taken when using the appliance due to the emission 

of hot water vapour 

• When the appliance is running, do not remove the Steam chamber 

cover and always pay very careful. 

• Unplug the appliance during filling and cleaning. 

• Warning: do not obstruct the steam outlet hole with cloths, 

objects or your hands as the temperature of the steam could cause 

burns or severe scalding. 

•  Do not make the appliance work without all the blade group 

•  Always handle the blade unit very carefully: the blades are very 

sharp. Always unplug the equipment from the mains socket before 

touching the blades. 

•  To prevent the blades from becoming oxidized, always  clean and dry 

the blade unit thoroughly after use. 

•  Always unplug the equipment from the  mains socket before touching 

the Heating Element. 



• After having removed the appliance from its packaging, ensure that it 

is intact and that there is no visible damage. When in doubt, do not use 

the appliance and only contact technically competent personnel or 

retailers. 

• Never switch the appliance on without having filled the tank with the 

required quantity of water 

•  If the blades get blocked always unplug the appliance before 

removing the ingredients causing the blockage 

• The appliance gets very hot during steam cooking and may cause 

burning in the event of contact. Always use the handle to lift the bowl 

• Switch off and leave the appliance cool down for 15minutes between 

2 uses 

• Don’t fill the tank with more than 250ml of water for use. 

• Don’t exceed 30 seconds for a continuous blending. 

• Never put/add liquids other than water in the tank. 
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LEGEND 

A. Cap  

B. Food basket 

C. Jar 

D. Blade group 

E. Steam chamber 

F. Water tank 

G. Cable 

H. Knob 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

PRELIMINARY OPERATION 

1.Position the appliance on a flat surface 

2.Make sure the switch is in the central position (OFF) 

3.Remove the jar (C) by turning it in anticlockwise from its handle (Pic.2), open 

the cap (A) by turning it from its handle in anticlockwise (Pic.3) and put the raw 

food in the basket (Pic.4) (the total weight of all ingredients must be maximum 

300g), make sure the blade group (D) is complete and fixed well, close the 

cap (A) and insert the jar (C) on the product by placing it in position and 

turning it in clockwise. 

4.Make sure there is the steam chamber cover (E) than fill the water tank (F) 

with maximum 250ml (Pic.5), till the level arrives at the third sign. 

5.Switch on the Cooking function by turning the knob (H) in clockwise 

6.Warning: the flow of steam will only start a few minutes after the unit is 

switched on (3 minutes) 

7. Warning: When the water contained in the water tank (F) reaches the 

minimum level, the machine stops heating after a few minutes, the knob (H) 

remains in position and the light turns off. Switch the unit off and by turning the 

knob (H) in anticlockwise for one step. Warning: The appliance is equipped 

with an automatic device which turns off the Cooking function for the 

production of steam when the water contained in the water tank (F) is finished. 

8.After the time indicated for the cooking or when the water level reaches the 

minimum, switch off the Cooking function and open the cap (A) to remove the 

basket (B) with the cooked food  

9.Warning: when the user open and remove the cap (A) the steam in the jar 

(C) and in the steam chamber comes immediately out, pay lot attention during 

this action and handle with care the food basket (B). 

10.Throw the cooked ingredients from the basket (B) to the jar (C) maintaining 

the cooking water (Pic.6) than close the cap (A) without the basket (B) 



11.Turn the knob (H) in anticlockwise and start blending the food, every 

blending operation take 10 seconds. Repeat this process several times until 

the food reaches the desired consistency, suggested cycle for warm food 5 

cycles, suggested cycle for raw food 3 cycle. 

12.Warning: wait 10 seconds between one blending and another. 

 

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 

Warning!! 

Before performing the following cleaning/ maintenance operations, always 

switch off the appliance, unplug the power cable (G) from the socket and allow 

the unit to completely cool, including the jar (C) and the steam chamber. 

 

DAILY CLEANING 

Cleaning the jar and the accessories 

The jar (C) and the kitchen accessories (cap and basket) can be washed by 

hand using a normal washing up liquid (do not use abrasive or descaling 

product) 

It is advisable to remove the blade group (D) before washing the jar (C) 

Cleaning the water tank 

To clean the tank be sure the product is cold and unplugged then it can be 

clean with soap and water and rinsed thoroughly. Do not use harsh cleaning 

agents such as bleach or one contain chlorine or its compounds 

If lime scale deposit form, fill the tank with a solution of equal parts of cold  tap 

water and white vinegar, leave for at least 10 hours then rinse thoroughly 

using cold tap water only. 

Cleaning the blade group 

To prevent/reduce the risk of oxidation and corrosion of the blades, the blade 

group must be cleaned and dried after every use. Remove the blade group 

from the jar and clean it with soap and water, do not use harsh detergents 

such as bleach. 

Warnings: Do not wash the blade group in the dishwasher. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

 

Problem 

a) The heating element does not work 

b) The appliance is very noisy 

c) The blender does not work 

Solutions 

a) 

1) Check that the power cord (G) is connected to the socket. 

2) Check that the switch is in the right position  

3) Check that there is enough water in the tank  

4) To reactivate the production of steam after a cycle of use, always first 

switch off, then wait for the heating element to cool down sufficiently, then 

switch the appliance back on via the switch 

5) Check that all the plastic parts are in the right position, especially the cap 

(A) 

b) 

1) Check that all the plastic parts are in the right position 

2) Check that the appliance is clean up well  

c) 

1) Check that the power cord (G) is connected to the socket. 

2) Check that the switch is in the right position (switched on the right) 

3) Check that all the plastic parts are in the right position, especially the cap 

(A) 

 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 

MOD. FP050 

Nominal voltage: 220-240V~ 50/60Hz 

Absorbed power: Boiler 380-420W 

      Blender 130W 

Blender operating cycles: 10sec ON – 10sec OFF 

MAX ingredients weight: 300g 

Water tank capacity: 250ml 

Jar MAX capacity: 1.1L 

Weight: 1.7Kg 

Measurements: 212x240x280 

Manufacturer : Elettroplastica S.p.A - via del Commercio, 1 – 25039 

Travagliato (BS) Italy 

 



CE Conformity: 

This Food processor – ELY Mod FP050 complies with all the essential 

requirements and other provisions indicated in the EU Directives 2004/108/EC 

(electromagnetic compatibility) and 2006/95/EC (electrical safety). To request 

a copy of the EC declaration please feel free to 23 contact the Manufacturer 

Elettroplastica S.p.A - via del Commercio, 1 –25039 Travagliato (BS) Italy  

 

SYMBOLS KEY 

 

Euqipment in compliance with the essential requirements laid down in the EC 
Directives in force 

 
Warning! 

 
Warning! Hot water vapour 

 
Please read instructions booklet 

 
Warning! Hot surface 

 
Users instructions 

 

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other 
household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment 
or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote 
the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use 
the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was 
purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe recycling. 

 

This product complies to EU directive 2002/96/EC. The crossed bin symbol 

on the appliance indicates that the product, at the end of its life, must be 

disposed of separately from domestic waste, either by taking it to a separate 

waste disposal site for electric and electronic appliances or by returning it to 

your dealer when you buy another similar appliance. The user is responsible 

for taking the appliance to a special waste disposal site at the end of its life. If 

the disused appliance is collected correctly as separate waste, it can be 

recycled, treated and disposed of ecologically; this avoids a negative impact 

on both the environment and health, and contributes towards the recycling of 

the product’s materials. For further information regarding the waste disposal 

services available, contact your local waste disposal agency or the shop 

where you bought the appliance. 

 


